
The crime scene creating teams should bring all the materials needed for crime
scene creation. 
The maximum members in the crime scene creation team is restricted to five.
Maximum 3 hours will be given for creation of crime scene. 
The name of the team leader should be mentioned in registration form.  

Guidelines for Crime Scene Creation Participants

Guidelines for Evaluation of Crime Scene Creation 

Each Crime Scene creation team shall have to give a brief about the background of
the crime scene.
Clarification of evidence linkage triangle
The originality of the scene 
The teams shall provide a hypothesis of crime
Presentation skills
Creation of evidence 
Creation of Hidden Evidence 
Potential talent for deriving the modus operandi and possible evidences leading to
the suspect
Dress code 

  
  



Each crime scene investigating team should bring necessary investigation kit.
The organising committee will allot crime scene to  investigating team  for
investigation, the final decision regarding assigning crime scene will be of
organising committee .
The maximum limit of members in the crime scene investigating team is restricted
to five  
The investigating teams will be required presentation along with crime scene
investigation report. The report should include representing location of evidence,
sketch of crime scene with photographs. List of evidence and their types found at
crime scene as per legal requirement and evidentiary value of marked evidences.  

Guidelines for Crime Scene Investigation Participants



Guidelines for Evaluation of Crime Scene Investigation

Observation Skills
Interpretation Skills 
Precautionary measures taken during handling of evidences.
Problem solving ability
Note taking, comprehension and sketch ability ( basics & detailed) 
Quality of report
Presentation skill
Potential talent to correlate the crime with criminal. 
Dress Code 

 

Details of the Awards

The Best Crime Scene Creation along with presentation shall be awarded cash prize
of Rs. 3000/-.
The Best Investigation Report along with presentation shall be awarded cash prize
of Rs. 3000/-.
All participants shall be given Certificate of Participation.

 


